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News reports about bird flu have gushed
from mainstream media spigots continuously
over the last few months. And considering
the track record of “public health officials,”
Americans have been right to dismiss
reports as anything more than fear porn.
Nevertheless, bird flu has already affected
food production and a former CDC director
is warning that a human pandemic is
inevitable thanks to the actions of humans,
not the disease. 

Also in this episode: 

21:06 | Joe Biden and the FBI say violent crime has plunged to record lows. But, as usual, they’re almost
certainly lying; 

35:51 | International nationalists Javier Milei and Nigel Farage recently notched wins; 

51:37| John Birch Society CEO Bill Hahn on why Americans need to insist on the full scope of the
Second Amendment.  
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Read “Argentina’s Senate Approves Milei’s Budget Cuts and Privatization” 

Watch “Bird Flu & WHO Deal May Unleash ‘Perpetual State of Pandemics’: Dr. Brian Hooker” 

Download “The Founders’ Brilliant Solution to Bog Government: Article VI” Booklet!
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